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Respirable Crystalline Silica: Two Numbers You Need to Know
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OSHA has created an “action level” of 25
micrograms (μg)/m3 over an 8-hour timeweighted average (TWA). If your workplace
activities might expose workers to 25 μg or more of
respirable crystalline silica during an 8-hour shift, you
need to conduct an air assessment to determine their
exposure levels.

ALERT: OSHA has reduced the respirable crystalline
silica permissible exposure limit (PEL).
Enforcement began on September 23, 2017.

However, if you follow the dust control measures for
the activities listed on Table 1 of the standard, OSHA
says you do NOT need to conduct an air assessment.
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OSHA has reduced the permissible
exposure limit (PEL) for respirable
crystalline silica to 50 μg/m3 over an
8-hour time-weighted average—one-fifth of what was
previously allowed.

Pre-2017
250 μg/m3

2017
50 μg/m3
How much is 50 micrograms (μg)?

Bottom Line: If your workers are exposed to 50 μg/m
or more over the course of an 8-hour day, you need to
implement engineering dust controls and potentially
provide a respirator to reduce their exposure.

That’s about the size of Lincoln’s
forehead on a penny.
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Disclaimer: The information provided within this guide is intended
to be a helpful resource, but it is not a substitute for the official OSHA
guidelines within the Crystalline Silica Standard 29 CFR 1926.1153.

Employers and operators are encouraged to attend relevant training
sessions and review the most up-to-date literature from OSHA on a
regular basis.

Four Reasons Why You Should Care
About the New Respirable Crystalline Silica Standard

1. Your Health

Respirable crystalline silica is one of the oldest known
human carcinogens (meaning it causes cancer).

Silicosis is characterized by a buildup of scar tissue in the
lungs. Even after exposure to dust has stopped—meaning
long after you leave the job site—the disease continues
progressing and getting worse. Lung function is slowly
destroyed, leading to symptoms like severe disabling
shortness of breath, weakness/fatigue, and even death.

The particles are tiny—smaller than the diameter of a
single human hair—and they can easily become airborne
through common construction activities, such as concrete
grinding, polishing, drilling, and cutting.

Most silica-related diseases have no
specific treatment or cure.

When these tiny particles are inhaled, they move deep
into the lung tissue and can cause a number of serious
health problems, including lung cancer, kidney disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and a
particularly nasty disease called silicosis.

800-556-6366
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2. OSHA Fines
Fines for violating the standard have nearly doubled,
so it’s especially important for businesses to make sure
they’re compliant.

Type of Violation

Although fines are expensive, they’re also easily avoidable.
Complying with the standard is easier than you think and
will save you a bundle in the long-run.

Previous Maximum Penalty

Serious

$7,000 per violation

Failure to Abate

$7,000 per day

Willful or Repeated

$70,000 per violation

New (Current) Maximum Penalty

$12,934 per violation
$12,934 per day
$129,336 per violation

3. Expensive Lawsuits
The biggest financial threat to your business isn’t fines
from OSHA, it’s expensive lawsuits.

If you’re found at fault, the resulting settlement could
cripple your business.

Businesses that don’t comply with the new regulation
could find themselves subject to lawsuits brought on by
former employees who are suffering from silica-related
diseases.

Even if you win the case, you’ll still lose because you’ll
have spent thousands of dollars on your own defense plus
hours upon hours of your time.
It is far less expensive to simply comply with the standard
and protect the health of your employees rather than risk
future litigation.

Symptoms and health complications might not show up
for weeks, months, or even years after exposure. So you
could find yourself many years from now having to defend
your business practices in court.

4. Land More Jobs!
Most general contractors are requiring their subcontractors to be fully trained and compliant with the
new standard before they’ll even consider hiring them for
a job.

If you can demonstrate that you have the required
equipment, your people are trained, and you meet all
areas of compliance, you’ll have a big advantage over
your competition.

Contractors that can’t show compliance might miss out
on big opportunities.

800-556-6366
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Walk-Behind Grinding
Walk-Behind Grinding is covered in Table 1 (xIii) of the regulation. According to the standard, you do not need to measure
workers’ exposure to silica if any of following criteria is met:
Required Respiratory Protection &
Minimum Assigned Protection Factor (APF)

Engineering & Work Practice Control Method

Workplace

≤ 4 hours/shift

> 4 hours/shift

Not required

Not required

Not required

Use a grinder equipped with an integrated water delivery
system that continuously feeds water to the cutting surface.
OR
Use a grinder equipped with a commercially available shroud
and dust collection system.
The dust collector must provide the airflow recommended by the
manufacturer or greater, have a filter with 99% or greater efficiency,
and have a filter-cleaning mechanism. When used indoors or in an
enclosed area, use a HEPA-filtered vacuum to remove loose dust in
between passes.
Operate and maintain all tools in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust emissions.

Model

OSHA
Compliant

Dust Collector Options

Scan Combiflex 330
FG-SM330110-EA
1 phase, 110V
FG-SM330230-EA
1 phase, 230V

Ermator S26
1 phase, 120V

Ermator S36
1 phase, 230V

Ermator C3000

OE-S26-EA

OE-S36000-EA

OE-C3000-EA

(Optional)

Scan Combiflex 18
FG-SC180110-EA
1 phase, 110V
FG-SC18-EA
1 phase, 230V
Scan Combiflex 450 NS
FG-SC450NS-EA
1 phase, 230V

800-556-6366
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Model

OSHA
Compliant

Dust Collector Options

Scan Combiflex 500 PD

FG-SC500PD-EA
1 phase, 230V

Ermator S36
1 phase, 230V

Ermator C3000

OE-S3600-EA

OE-C3000-EA

Ermator T7500
3 phase, 230V

Ermator C5500
(Optional)

OE-T7500DB-EA

OE-C5500-EA

Ermator T8600
3 phase, 480V

Ermator C5500
(Optional)

OE-T8600-EA

OE-C5500-EA

(Optional)

Scan Combiflex 650
1 phase, 230V
FG-SM650230-EA
Standard
FG-SC650DSP-EA
DSP Model

Scan Combiflex 650
3 phase, 230V

FG-SC650230-EA
Standard

Scan Combiflex 650
3 phase, 480V

FG-SC650480-EA
Standard
FG-SM650DSP-EA
DSP Model

800-556-6366
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Model
Scan Combiflex 650 Propane
Floor Grinder with Water Tank

OSHA
Compliant

Dust Collector Options
Ermator T8600
Propane*

Ermator C5500
(Optional)

FG-SC650PWT-EA

OE-T8600P-EA
*Not required if water used

Scan Combiflex 700RC Floor Grinder
Remote Controlled

OE-C5500-EA

Ermator T8600
3 phase, 480V

Ermator C5500
(Optional)

OE-T8600-EA
Ermator T7500
3 phase, 230V

OE-C5500-EA
Ermator C5500
(Optional)

OE-T7500DB-EA

OE-C5500-EA

FG-SC700RC-EA
3 phase, 480V

Scan Combiflex 800 Floor Grinder

FG-SM800230-EA
3 phase, 230V

Scan Combiflex 800 Propane
Floor Grinder with Water Tank

Ermator T8600
Propane*

Ermator C5500
(Optional)

OE-T8600P-EA

OE-C5500-EA

FG-SC800PWT-EA

*Not required if water used

800-556-6366
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Model

OSHA
Compliant

Dust Collector Options

Scan Combiflex 800 Floor Grinder

FG-SC800RC-EA
Remote Controlled
3 phase, 480V

Ermator T8600
3 phase, 480V

Ermator T10000 Ermator C5500
(Optional)
3 phase, 480V

FG-SM800-EA
3 phase, 480V
OE-T8600-EA

OE-T10000-EA

OE-C5500-EA

FG-SM800DSP-EA
DSP Model
3 phase, 480V

Scan Combiflex 1000RC Floor Grinder
Remote Controlled

FG-SC1000RC-EA
3 phase, 480V

800-556-6366

Ermator T10000
3 phase, 480V

Ermator C5500
(Optional)

OE-T10000-EA

OE-C5500-EA
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Model
Scanmaskin 32 Floor Grinder

OSHA
Compliant

Dust Collector Options
Ermator T7500 Ermator T15000 Ermator C5500
3 phase, 230V
3 phase, 230V
(Optional)

FG-SM32230-EA
3 phase, 230V

OE-T7500DB-EA
Scanmaskin 32 Floor Grinder

OE-T15000-EA

OE-C5500-EA

Ermator T8600 Ermator T10000 Ermator C5500
3 phase, 480V
3 phase, 480V
(Optional)

FG-SM32480-EA
3 phase, 480V

OE-T8600-EA

800-556-6366
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OE-T10000-EA

OE-C5500-EA
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4 Critical Dust Collector Rules
Rule # 1:
It must be the right size.
For handheld grinders and tuckpointing applications,
OSHA’s rule specifies that your dust collector must provide
25 CFM for every inch of cutting blade.
So if you’re using a 5-inch blade, you need a dust collector
with at least 125 CFM.
5 x 25 = 125
For walk-behind grinders, you must use a dust
collector with an airflow rate (CFM) recommended by the
manufacturer.

Rule #2:
It must provide proper filtration.
OSHA specifies that all dust collectors, regardless of
application, must provide 99% or greater efficiency.
HEPA-filtered vacuums are not technically required while
grinding, however a HEPA-filtered vacuum is required
for housekeeping and cleaning in between passes. The
regulation is a bit odd this way, but essentially, you’re
better off using a HEPA-filtered vacuum in all aspects of
the job.

Rule #3:
It must have an internal
filter-cleaning mechanism.

Rule #4:
Don’t forget about hoses,
filters, and bags.

OSHA’s new rule also requires that your dust collector
have an internal filter-cleaning mechanism that can
dislodge clogs and knock off accumulated dust without
exposing workers.

The standard also requires that employers ensure that
the hose connecting equipment to the vacuum be
intact and without kinks or tight bends.

That means you cannot take out the filter and bang
it against a trashcan or blast it with compressed air
to get rid of a clog.

Filters must be cleaned or changed in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions to prevent clogging
and ensure optimal performance.

For handheld grinding and tuckpointing applications,
OSHA also gives you the option of using a cyclonic preseparator. A pre-separator captures dust and debris
before it enters your dust collector, which helps prevent
clogging and extends the life of your filter.

All dust collection bags should be emptied regularly to
avoid overfilling.

800-556-6366
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Handheld Grinding
Handheld Grinding is covered in Table 1 (xii) of the regulation. According to the standard, you do not need to measure
workers’ exposure to silica if any of following criteria is met:

Engineering & Work Practice Control Method

Required Respiratory Protection &
Minimum Assigned Protection Factor (APF)
Workplace

≤ 4 hours/shift

> 4 hours/shift

Use a grinder equipped with an integrated water delivery
system that continuously feeds water to the cutting surface.
OR
Use a grinder equipped with a commercially available shroud
and dust collection system.
The dust collector must provide 25 CFM or greater per inch of wheel
diameter, have a filter with 99% or greater efficiency, and a cyclonic
pre-separator or filter-cleaning mechanism. When used indoors or
in an enclosed area, use a HEPA-filtered vacuum to remove loose
dust in between passes.

APF10
Not required

Not required
Read more
about
respirators
on page 13 of
this guide!

Operate and maintain all tools in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust emissions.

800-556-6366
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Find Your Tool

7” Grinders

4.5”–5” Grinders

Metabo 4.5” Angle Grinder
Model W9-115

PT-MB204420-EA
Metabo 4.5/5” Variable
Speed Angle Grinder Model
WE15-125HT

PT-MB426420-EA
Metabo PE12-175 Mini 7”
Variable Speed Angle
Polisher

Attachment(s)

Dust Collector

OSHA
Compliant

Ermator Flip-Hinged Dust
Shroud, 5”
MP-01600332-EA
Ermator Deluxe
Dust Shroud, 5”
MP-01500381-EA
Metabo Convertible
Dust Shroud, 5”
SK-MBSHRD5-EA
Dust Avenger 005
Convertible Shroud
SK-JD71005-EA

Ermator S13 HEPA
1 phase, 120V
OE-S13HEPA-EA

Dust Shroud for
Metabo PE-175
MP-SX60216-EA

PT-MB12175-EA
Metabo 7” Surface
Preparation Kit,
9” Angle Grinder

9” Grinders

NA - Shroud Included

PT-W24230S-EA

Metabo 9” Angle Grinder
Model W24-230

PT-MB448420-EA

800-556-6366

Ermator Shroud Kit, 7”
SK-PE7-EA
Ermator Deluxe
Dust Shroud, 7”
MP-01400584-EA

Ermator S26 HEPA
1 phase, 120V
OE-S2600-EA

Metabo Convertible
Dust Shroud, 7”
SK-MBSHRD7-EA
Dust Avenger 007
Convertible Shroud
SK-JD74015-EA
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Tuckpointing
Tuckpointing is covered in Table 1 (xi) of the regulation. According to the standard, you do not need to measure workers’
exposure to silica if any of following criteria is met:

Engineering & Work Practice Control Method

Required Respiratory Protection &
Minimum Assigned Protection Factor (APF)
Workplace

≤ 4 hours/shift

> 4 hours/shift

APF10

APF10

APF25

Use a grinder equipped with a commercially available shroud
and dust collection system.
The dust collector must provide 25 CFM or greater per inch of wheel
diameter, have a filter with 99% or greater efficiency, and a cyclonic
pre-separator or filter-cleaning mechanism. When used indoors or
in an enclosed area, use a HEPA-filtered vacuum to remove loose
dust in between passes.
Operate and maintain all tools in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions to minimize dust emissions.

Find Your Tool

Attachment(s)

Read more about respirators on page
13 of this guide!

OSHA
Compliant

Dust Collector

Metabo 5” CED Plus Grinder/Saw
with Shroud, Model W12-125HD

PT-RS14125-EA
Metabo 5” Set Tuck-Pointing Angle
Grinder, Model W12-125

NA - Shroud Included
Ermator S13 HEPA
1 phase, 120V
OE-S13HEPA-EA

PT-W12125TP-EA

800-556-6366
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10-Point OSHA Silica Dust Compliance Checklist
OSHA’s new Respirable Crystalline Silica Standard has
several requirements that employers must meet in order
to ensure full compliance.

The following list is intended to be a helpful guide, but
is not a substitute for the official standards in the OSHA
Crystalline Silica Standard 29 CFR 1926.1153.

1.

6.

Review Table 1 of the Standard and follow the
dust control methods for the activities listed.
Table 1 can be found at www.osha.gov.

Identify and provide proper respiratory
protection as prescribed in Table 1 of the standard for
any affected employee, this includes both employees
who are operating equipment and employees who
are present in the work area and may be at risk for
dust exposure.

2. Create a written exposure control plan.
Your plan must include a description of the following:

• The workplace tasks involving exposures to

7.

Provide OSHA-compliant medical surveillance to
all employees covered by the standard.

respirable crystalline silica

• The engineering controls, work practices, and

respiratory protection used to limit employee
exposure to respirable crystalline silica for each
task

8. Train and inform all employees covered by the
silica standard about respirable crystalline silica
hazards, the workplace tasks that put them at risk
for exposure, and specific measures that are being
implemented to protect employees.

• The housekeeping methods used to limit
employee exposure to respirable crystalline silica

• The procedures used to restrict access to work

areas, when necessary, to limit the number of
employees exposed to respirable crystalline silica

Training must be provided at the time an employee
is assigned to a position involving exposure to
respirable crystalline silica.

You can write up your own plan or visit
https://plan.silica-safe.org and use the free tool
provided.

9.

Make a copy of the OSHA crystalline standard
available at no cost to each employee covered by
the standard (this could simply involve allowing
employees to view a printed or electronic copy in a
reasonable location).

3. Designate a “competent person” who is trained
on the silica standard, can identify existing hazards,
and is authorized to eliminate or minimize hazards.

4.

Use proper housekeeping procedures for
cleaning work areas.

10. Keep thorough records of air monitoring data

(if applicable), medical surveillance records, a copy of
Table 1, and your written exposure plan.

No dry sweeping or using an air compressor to blow
away dust. Only wet sweeping or HEPA-filtered
vacuuming is permitted.

OSHA requires that records be kept for at least the
duration of employment plus 30 years.

5.

Determine areas where employees may be
exposed to silica dust and post warning signs or erect
barriers to entry, if feasible.

800-556-6366
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Respirator Selection Guide
All I need is a respirator, right?

•

You might think all you need to do is provide respirators to
your team while they work, but OSHA’s rule specifies that
employers must first implement “engineering controls” to
reduce their employees’ exposure to respirable crystalline
silica. Some examples of engineering controls include:

•

Using water while grinding to limit airborne dust

•

Using an appropriate dust shroud

•

Using an appropriately sized dust collector with at
least 99% air filtration

Implementing correct housekeeping procedures
(use a HEPA-filtered vacuum or wet sweeping to
remove dust instead of a broom or air compressor)

When these types of engineering controls aren’t enough
to reduce workers’ exposure to crystalline silica, then
respiratory protection must be provided.
Employers and operators are urged to follow the dust
control measures for the activities listed in Table 1 (and
earlier in this guide). Table 1 specifies the engineering
controls required as well as the assigned respiratory
protection factor (APF) that must be provided.

APF 10 Respirators

There are two types of respirators that provide APF 10 respiratory protection as required by the OSHA silica standard:
a half-mask/dust mask or an elastomeric half-mask.
Option 1: Half Mask / Dust Mask			

3MTM 8511 N95
Particulate Respirator with
Cool Flow Valve
3M-8511-EA

N95 Particulate
Respirator
MI-RN95-EA

Option 2: Half Mask (Elastomeric)

3MTM 6000 Series
Half Facepiece Respirator with
2091 P100 Particulate Filter
3M-R6200/6300-EA
3M-CA2091-EA

North 5500 Series Half Face
Respirator with P100
Pancake Filter
NP-5500M/L-EA
NP-75FFP100-EA

APF 25 Respirators

The OSHA silica standard only requires APF 25 respiratory
protection for a handful of tasks, including tuckpointing
and joint cutting/cleanout.
The full-face respirators shown here provide APF 50
protection, which exceeds the minimum required by
OSHA for most tasks listed on Table 1 of the standard.

800-556-6366

3MTM 6000 Series Full Face
Respirator with P100
Pancake Filter
3M-R6700-EA
3M-CA2091-EA
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North 5400 Series Full Face
Respirator with P100
Pancake Filter
NP-5400ML-EA
NP-75FFP100-EA
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Need More Information on the
New OSHA Respirable Silica Standard?

www.jondon.com/silica

FREE ON-SITE EVALUATIONS
Looking for more personalized assistance? Contact a Jon-Don Concrete Specialist and make an appointment
for a free on-site evaluation. We’ll come out to your job site to review your equipment and procedures, help you
develop a written plan, and ensure you’re compliant.

Call 800-556-6366 today!

800-556-6366
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Why Buy from Jon-Don?
• 30-day, money-back satisfaction guarantee on
almost everything—including large equipment!
• Huge in-stock selection from the industry’s
top brands
• Same-day shipping on 100% of in-stock orders
placed by 5:00pm
• Huge fleet of rental equipment
• Competitive prices plus a price match guarantee
• Repair centers across the nation
• Hands-on training and education opportunities
• Free advice and technical support

